We consider pulse propagation through a Fabry -Perot cavity with silver mirrors that contain macroscopic samples of resonant absorbers. We show that the pulse velocity can be tuned from subluminal to superluminal in a strongly coupled atom -cavity system. We delineate the effects of the interplay of cavity and absorbers. We demonstrate the saturation effects of pulse advancement with increasing mirror thickness and atomic damping.
It is now well established that clever manipulation of the dispersive properties of a medium can lead to both slow (subluminal) and fast (superluminal) light.
1,2
Although there is nothing controversial about subluminal propagation (group velocity v g less than the velocity of light in vacuum c), there has been a f lurry of discussions of apparent superluminality (transit time t p through the system less than free-space transmit time t f ). Superluminal transit has been reported in a variety of situations, namely, in gain-assisted systems, 3 in single-barrier and multibarrier tunneling, 4 -7 in single-cycle pulse transmission, 8 and even in Fibonacci lattices.
9
In the context of superluminal tunneling, interesting saturation effects (independence of transit time from barrier width) known as the Hartman effect 10 have been reported and studied in detail. 5, 6, 11 The effects can be even richer if the dispersive medium is kept inside a cavity. Examples of such systems can be Fabry -Perot cavities containing gaseous atoms, 12 semiconductor cavities with quantum wells, 13 and microspheres doped with resonant atoms. 14 In all the cases mentioned above, the intracavity atoms or excitons can be modeled by resonant absorbers with familiar Lorentzian line shapes with typical resonance frequency v 0 and decay rate g.
12
In the strong-coupling regime the atom-cavity (exciton-cavity) interaction leads to a splitting of the resonance into two resonances known as vacuum field Rabi splittings. 15, 16 Recently such a strongly coupled system was studied for pulse control with a microscopic density of atoms in a high-f inesse ͑ϳ10 5 ͒ cavity to show subluminal and superluminal propagation.
17
Superluminal transit was demonstrated at the outer edge of the split resonance. Here we probe the feasibility of pulse control in a less-sophisticated system, namely, in a low-f inesse Fabry -Perot cavity (with silver mirrors), which is easy to achieve. We consider macroscopic samples in the cavity. We specifically use solid-state samples that have large relaxation widths. We discuss in detail the cavityinduced modif ications of the transmission of a slab of resonant absorbers. By means of a thorough analysis of the phase time 18 (frequency derivative of the phases of the transmission and ref lection coefficients) we demonstrate large tunability of the group velocity of narrowband pulses. We verify the predictions of the phase time calculations by explicit calculation of the transmitted and ref lected pulse prof iles. Finally, we show that the superluminal phase time exhibits saturation when the thicknesses of the metal mirrors (which determine the cavity losses) and the atomic decay rates are varied.
Consider the cavity shown in Fig. 1 , where a slab of resonant absorbers of length d is enclosed between two silver mirrors of identical thickness d 1 . All diffraction effects are neglected; an infinite extent in the transverse direction is assumed. We also assume that the silver dielectric function is independent of frequency, whereas that of the intracavity medium is given by
where v 0 and v p are the atomic and plasma frequencies, respectively, and g is the atomic decay. Cavity length d is chosen such that cavity resonance frequency v cav coincides with atomic frequency v 0 . We apply the standard characteristic matrix approach 19 to evaluate the amplitude transmission T ͑v͒ and ref lection R͑v͒ 
